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Abst ract - -The  calculation of time eigenvalues A of coupled continuous systems can lead to implicit 
eigenvalue problems. We consider the characteristic function f(A) = det(M) of such an eigenvalue 
problem, where the matrix M comprises the boundary conditions. The time eigenvalues are zeros 
of f, but not all zeros of f are time eigenvalues. To distinguish between the two types of zeros, the 
contour integral is used. In this article, an algorithm is introduced which allows us to decide whether 
a zero is a time eigenvalue or not by calculating the contour integral, A recommendation for the 
parameters of the numerical integration is given. ~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In several publications (e.g., in [1-3]), a semi-analytical procedure is developed to calculate the 
discrete spectrum of a wheel-rail-system, i.e., a railroad wheel running along a flexible rail. These 
investigations lead to numerical problems, described in [1,4]. In the second section of this article, 
we explain these problems using a simple model and how they can be overcome by calculating the 
contour integral. In the third section, we introduce an algorithm for the numerical calculation of 
the contour integral. We propose some formulae, which will be helpful to choose the parameters 
for the algorithm. Two examples are given. 
2. THE IMPL IC IT  E IGENVALUE PROBLEM 
To explain the implicit eigenvalue problem, we choose a very simple model which is shown in 
Figure 1. It consists of a supported Bernoulli-Euler-Beam (bending stiffness EI, mass per unit 
length #b, length ~b, foundation parameters kl, k0, b) which is clamped at one end. The other 
end is connected with a bar (stretching stiffness EA, mass per unit length #8, length gg). The 
deflection of the beam is denoted by w = w(x,t), the displacement of the bar by u = u(y,t) 
where t is the time. 
The governing equations are the two field equations 
daw kl dW b dw d2w 
EI~xa + dx + kow + dt + #b-d"~ = O, (1) 
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Figure 1. The model, coordinates, and the describing function. 
d2u d2u 
EASy2 - #8-d-~ = 0, 
and the boundary conditions 
(2) 
M(A):= 
The solutions of equations (1) and (2) can be written as 
w(x, t) = d)e ~t+~bx, u(y, t) = ~e ~t+~'y. (9) 
By substituting (9) into (1) and (2), we obtain four functions ~bn = abn(A) (n = 1, 2, 3, 4) and 
two functions ash = ~sn(A) (n = 1,2). We call abn and ash space eigenvalues. The solutions of 
the field equations can be written as 
4 2 
w(x,t) = ~_. ~nd '~+'~bo(~')~, u(y,t) = ~ ~.e ~+~'~c~)'. (10) 
n=l n=l  
We write equations (3)-(8) in matrix form by substituting w and u using (10): 
where 
M(A)(~hl, ~h2, 7h3, 'u/4, 'Ul, U2) T e ~'t = O, 
1 1 1 1 0 i / 
~bl /~b2 ~b3 $;b4 0 
0 0 0 1 " 
I eKbltb e~b2£b e~ba£b et%4£b --e~slt" --et%2t" I 
(11) 
~(o, t) = o, (3) 
d~ (0, t) = 0, (4) 
d2w (gb, t) = 0, (5) 
dx 2 
u(0, t) = 0, (6) 
~(tb ,  t) - u(t~, t) = O, (~) 
dSw 
EI~-~x 3 (eb, t) -- EA (es, t) = 0. (8) 
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The symbol ( )T denotes the transposition, which changes the row matrix into a column matrix 
and 0 is the zero single-column matrix. Note that nbn and ~sn are functions of A. 
We are interested in the time eigenvalues of the above system which are zeros of f, f(A) := 
det(M(A)). To calculate these zeros, we use an iterative algorithm, for example, a Newton- 
Raphson method. Let )~j, ),j+l (j E N) be successive in the iteration sequence. The eigenvalues 
nbn(') and ash(') are continuous functions of ~. When these space eigenvalues (~bn, n = 1 , . . . ,  4, 
Fcsn, n = 1,2 for Aj, and kbn , n = 1, . . .  ,4, ksn, n = 1,2 for Aj+I) are calculated and ordered, it 
is possible that, e.g., ~bl and kbl are not images of the same function. For example, it can occur 
that kbl = abl(Aj), F~b2 = gb2(Aj), kbl = ab2(Aj+I) and kb2 = abl(Aj+I). If this happens, we 
say that two space eigenvalues interchange. If two space eigenvalues interchange, two columns 
of the matrix M interchange and the signs of the real and imaginary part of f change. The 
same happens if two of the eigenvalues ash interchange. Since there is no natural order of the 
eigenvalues ~ known, f assumes two values of opposite sign for each A. Thus, the function f has 
to be defined on two complex planes, each plane for one branch of the function. The two planes 
together are a Riemann surface, and each plane is called a sheet of the Riemann surface. The 
zeros of f are called branch points. To get a view of a Riemann surface, a principal sketch of it 
near a branch point is depicted in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. A Riemann surface near a branch point. 
The aim of this investigation is to calculate the time eigenvalues ~ of the system. For these 
eigenvalues, f(~) = 0 holds. But the inversion may be wrong. That means there exist ~ with 
f(~) = 0 which are no time eigenvalues. For these ~, two space eigenvalues of the beam or the 
bar coincide, e.g., for the beam the first and the second one: ~51(~) = ~b2(~). If two space 
eigenvalues are equal, it follows that two columns of M(~) are identical and the determinant 
vanishes. This zero does not represent a time eigenvalue of the system because, in general, a 
different fundamental set (i.e., e ~b~x, e '~bl~:) has to be chosen if two of the eigenvalues ~bn of the 
beam are equal. (The same holds for the bar.) The question arises how to distinguish between 
misleading zeros and time eigenvalues. 
To answer this question, we consider the following situation. Let F be a circle in the complex 
plane and let, e.g., /%l()k0) ----- Nb2(A0) for a A0 inside F. Then ~bl(F) and /%2(F)  a re  not closed 
curves, cf. Figure 3. Each of the two eigenvalues describes approximately a half circle in the 
complex plane under the assumption that the characteristic algebraic function, i.e., EI~ 4 + kin + 
k0 + bA + ~bA 2, is irreducible (cf. [5, p. 184]). If )~ returns to its starting point, the eigenvalues 
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Figure 3. Two eigenvalues a as a function of A. 
Figure 4. The Pdemann surface near a branch point of a special kind of zero. 
have interchanged (cf. Figure 3) and the function f has changed the sheet of the Riemann surface 
(cf. Figure 4). 
If for A ---- A0, there coincide n eigenvalues ~, these n eigenvalues ~ permute cyclicly (in the 
situation described above). If n is even, the cyclic permutation is a composition of an odd number 
of transpositions and f changes the sheet of the Riemann surface. If n is odd, f does not change 
the sheet of the Riemann surface. Since multiple roots with multiplicity greater than two do not 
occur in the A range we consider, we assume in the following that we do not have to deal with 
this type of root. 
3. THE CONTOUR INTEGRAL AS  A MEANS TO 
D IST INGUISH THE ZEROS 
Consider the contour integral 
j _  1 fir f~f'(A) dA, 
where F is a circle in the complex plane, and a numerically calculated zero )~0 is an interior 
point of F. With the assumptions that the characteristic functions of the beam and bar are 
irreducible algebraic functions and the assumption that these functions have for A0 no multiple 
space eigenvalues with a multiplicity greater than two, one obtains from the contour integral the  
following information: 
1. if J -- 1, A0 is a time eigenvalue, 
2. if J = 0.5, A0 is not a time eigenvalue (two eigenvalues a are equal), 
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3. if J = 0, there is no zero at A0; the algorithm for determining the zero has stopped for 
another eason. 
To calculate the contour integral numerically, we apply the trapezoid rule. We examine first 
the ideal case, where f is a holomorphic function without numerical inaccuracy and restrict our 
consideration to Case 1, where )~0 is a time eigenvalue. We can assume without loss of generality 
that A0 = 0 and that the Laurent series is 
OO 
n----1 
We choose the circle 
r = I = Re ^ e [0, 2 1}, 
and obtain from function theory: 
1 
1_~ f2~ f ' (Re ~) Riei ~ d~o 
2zri Jr=o f(Rei~) (12) 
• J ,  • 
Here, g(A) := X/f(A). 
The function g is meromorphic. Let r be the radius of convergence of g. Then no zero of f 
except )~ = 0 is an element of the open disc Dr(0):= {A I )~ = fei~ A f e [0,r[A~a • [0,27r]}. It 
follows that 
r = min{lAII f(A) = OA A # 0}. 
Because f is an entire function, the radius of convergence of h := f 'g is r. The Laurent series of h 
is 
O0 
n----0 
and {Ibn]r n [ n = 1,2, . . .  } is bounded. Let C be an upper bound, i.e., Ibnlr n < C (n = 1, 2, . . .  ). 
We need C for an error estimation below. 
Equation (12) can be written in the following form: 
= bnRn(cos(nqo) + i sin(n~a)) d~. (13) 
1 ~ =0 n=0 
A theorem of Schmidt (cf. [6, p. 229]) states that the only quadrature rule of order n which 
is exact for trigonometric polynomials of degree n - 1 is the trapezoid rule. We can write the 
trapezoid rule Q~+I for 2~-periodic functions with the abscissas ~o~ = v27r/n (v = 0 , . . . ,  (n - 1)) 
in the following form: 
n- -1  21r 
Q~+l[ f ] :=- -Z f (~pv) ,  f(~p)dcp= Tr Q~+I[/] + R~+l[f]. 
n v- -0 --0 
The term R~l [ f  ] denotes the error of the trapezoid rule. Applying the trapezoid rule and 
Schmidt's theorem to (13), we obtain 
l=R~f ' (Re~)  " Tr [~1 (14) 
n ~=o f (Re i~)  e '~+ Rn+l " 
Here, h is given by h := ~v°°=n b,R~(cos(v~) + i sin(v~o)). 
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One can conclude from the theorem of Krylov-Sul'gina (cf. [6, p. 224]), that for a 27r-periodic 
function d, the following error estimation holds: 
[R~l[d]J <2~ sup Id(~)l. 
~e/0,2,] 
Applying this estimation to Rn~l[h ], we obtain together with [bn[ _< C/r  n (n = 1,2, . . . )  (O 
denotes the Landau symbol) 
RnTr+l [hi <~ 47rC -[-O • (15) 
Hence, the error of the contour integral calculation is 
1 R~ft(Rei~v) " I (_~)n ( (~_)n+l )  
- n ~,=o ~ e*'P" -~ 4~C + 0 . 
EXAMPLE 1. A brief example shows the exponential rate of convergence. We choose as an 
example f(A) = eX(A 2 + 3A + 2) and consider the zero A0 = -1. The radius of convergence r of 
the Laurent series with respect o -1  is r = 1. Figure 5 shows the error [I - 1], I :--Q~+I f]. 
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Figure 5. The error [I - 1[ of the contour integral calculation versus the number of 
abscissae n for three different radii of F. The axis for the error is logarithm. For 
clearness, the data points are joined. 
Applying the trapezoid rule may result in one of the following problems. 
- Due to rounding errors, the function f is noisy. 
- The zero of f is not known exactly, because it has been calculated iteratively. 
- The derivative of f is not known analytically. 
We denote the function, whose values are calculated by the computer, by ]. Then f = ] ÷ a 
where a is the noise. The zero of f is A0 = 0. The numerically calculated zero is A0 = A0 - AA. 
The derivative of f is calculated numerically by the first divided difference and the mean value 
theorem (¢,3 El0,1[, u = 0 , . . . ,n -  1): 
f ' (Re  ~" + AA) = f (Re~"  + AA) - f (Re  q~'+A~) + AA) 
Re i~," (1 - e iA~) (16) 
+ fn (Rei(~+¢~3A~) + AA) Re i~v (1 -  e ia '~) .  
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We assume the following magnitudes (n~, i = 1, . . .  ,4 are natural numbers with 0 < nl < n2 < 
n3 < n4, e << 1 is a small parameter): 
= ko~ ° + o (~1), 
R ---- kxe n' -}- O (En l+ l )  , 
I1 - e i / '~ l  = k2e  '~  + (9 (£n2q-1) , 
IAAI = k3 ~n~ + 0 (ena+l) ,
C~ := max_ I~(A)I = k4 gn'a + 0 (~n4+l) . 
~EF 
Here, F := {A I A = Re i~ + ~AA A qo ~ [0, 27r] A ~ ~ [0, 1]}. Substituting f = f + a, Ao = ~o + AA, 
and (16) in (14), and expanding it with respect o the small magnitudes, we obtain 
R ~ f'(Re ~") 
1 = -- ~ f(Rei~) e ~" + R~+l[f] 
n ~,=0 
R ,~-x f,(Rei~ + AA) ei~v + R~+t[f  ] 
= ~ ~ _  +aA)  
+ 
n i~--o 
f"(Re i~. + Cv1AA)AA 
f(Rei~ + AA) 
:=£t~l 
+ 
R ~ f'(Re i~" + AA)f'(Re i~" + ¢~2AA)AA 
n v=o /~(Re'~ + ~1 + O (IZXAI ~) 
1 ~ f(Re ~" + AA) - f(Re i(~v+zx~) + AA) 
= n v=o f(ReiV" + hA)(1 - e ~av) 
+ R~x[f] + RI[Y] + R2[f] 
R ~ f"(Re ~(~"+¢"3zx~) + AA)R(e ~)2(  1 - e~ZX~) 
+- -  
n v=0 
f(Rei~. + AA) 
1 ~ ](Re i~" + AA) - ](Re ~(~+A~) + AA) +Rn~l[ f ]  + Rl[ f ]  + R2[f] + R3[f] 
= n v=o ](Rei~" + AA)(1 - e ~zx~) 
"2. 
:= Q[f] 
1 ~ a(Re ~" + AA) - a(Re ~(~"-A~) +AA) 
+ - 2..., ](Rei~ + AA)(1 - e~ZX~) n v=o 
:=£t~l 
n v=o ]2(Re~" + AA)(1 - e ~A~) • 
• :=£tJl 
The term (~[f] is the numerically calculated value for the contour integral and ¢~1 e]0,  1[, 
~b~2 e ]0, 1[. We assume the error in the summation of (~[f] to be negligible. We obtain with 
Co = min If(A)], C1 = ma-s. I f (A)h C2 = max. II"(A)[, 
AEF AEF AEF 
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the following error estimations: 
c~ 612 
IR~[Z] + R2[Z]I _< RIAAI~-~- ° + RIAAI~2 +' " ,  
G IR [f]l < R=IP - 1l ~--~- +. . . ,  
2c. qc.  
IRa[f] + Rs[f]l _< ColRe~A~ _ II + ~ + C~IRe ' '~  - 11 + ' " "  
All together we get 
IQ[f ] -1  _ e nm 47rC (g.nnl+l) (C2 C2"~ ko + O Jr- cnl+naklk3 ~ Jr- C2] Jr- (~ (g.'nl+na+l) 
+ e2nl+n2 k21k2C2 2klk4 CO -{'- O (g.2na+n2+X) -Jr" ~na-n, (Cok2) + O (g.n4-n2+l) 
+ en , klk4Cl (6n4+1) kl k2 
The leading terms with respect o the e-power are gnl+na, c2nl-bn2, en4-n~, ennl. For a given 
parameter n, we choose the free parameters nl, n2, n3 in such a way, that these four e-terms are 
of similar magnitude m. The parameter n4 is prescribed by the algorithm which evaluates the 
function f .  We have to solve the following system of linear equations: 
o o 1 1 O 1
For n > 2, the solution is 
n4 
nl - . , ,  n2 -- 
2(n 1) 
n2 
o) 
0 
0 " 
--r~ 4 
(17) 
(n - 2)n4 n4 nn4 
2(n -  1 ) '  n3 =~- ,  m-  2 (n -  1------~" (18) 
For the choice of the parameters, these values are recommended. 
EXAMPLE 2. We consider the function 
I(A) = e ~ (A~ + 3A + 2) + G(A). 
The noise-function a is established with a random number generator. Because of the assumption 
nl > 0, we have to restrict nl. In our calculation, we set nl -- 1 i fn4/(2(n- 1)) < 1. In Figure 6, 
the result of the calculation is shown for e -- 0.1. As shown in Figure 6, the error [Q[f] - 1[ is of 
order em. 
5 L  n4=6 h ] 
t 1"~ l " \  /^...j ~ / \ \ /P~" ' , ,  
5 
10-4 
5 
3 
\ / n4=l 0 \ I V 
,-.. \ I / x  .-. ..-*°\ . . . . . .  / 
"'\ / -/ 
8 13 18 23 
Figure 6. The error F[f] := [t~[f] - 1[ of the numerically calculated contour integral 
for three different magnitudes of the noise function in dependence ofn. 
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